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 … The Renaissance has never 

happened; it was all a long Middle 

Ages. No “New Man”, the real 

progress is the same Middle Ages. 

Jacques Le Goff
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glimpses of the Middle Ages everyday life, recalling 

the beauty and historicity of times long past, but still 

important as deep roots that Perugia has in its past. 

Merchants, nobles, middle class exponents, deeds of a 

Perugia of long ago, enduring traits that has forged and 

hardened the soul and the walls of the city. 

Fixed locations for craftsmen, dyers, painters, wool 

dealers, etc…, and moving scenes, aimed at 

improvising dialogues, games, music, everyday actions 

of a typical medieval village, depicting a model, at 

the same time realistic and evocative. 

The whole without any interaction with the passers-by, 

so that to recreate a sort of a dream in which the 

“wayfarer” is suddenly submerged in an oneiric and 

elusive labyrinth of a Perugia of ancient times, with the 

aim of raising curiosity and imagination, transporting 

the people, in mind and body, in a surrealistic space-

time scenario, playful, involving and captivating at the 

same time.   

The Rocca Paolina as a Theatre 

Toegether :

Carlo Dalla Costa

Medieval Perugia 

h 3:00 pm 

At the Fontana Maggiore the  drummers 

from Gualdo Cattaneo exhibition 

Programme

h 3:30 pm 

Entrance of the actors inside the Rocca Paolina, 

start of the show

h 7:30 pm 

end of the show

Lovers of the theatre and of medieval history as actors 

will animate the Rocca Paolina, proposing real scenes of 

medieval life, with settings and representation of 

activities, actions, moments,
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